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Homosexual funding evokes sharp
b Lisa Halvorsen
'Every great movement has started out
by being a 'pain in the ass'."
"Sure. I recognize them. They've got a
right to form a group just like anyone else.
I'm all for the senate giving them money to
get started."
"Personally. I don't care what they do.
as long as they don't bother me."
Reaction to the recent senate vote on the
allocation of funds to the Wilde-Stein Club
varies greatly among members of the
student both.
"No one has any strong objections to
them meeting." says Glen Costner, a
junior chemical engineering major. "hut I
think I am speaking for most of us when I
say that I don't want my money going to
them."
A Hart Hall co-ed echoed these same
feelings when she said "why should my
money be allocated to recruit homo-
sexuals? I haven't heard of any good
reasons for the club or conference yet."
The sentiments of a number of
Cumberland Hall residents were more
violent. They reacted so strongly against
financial backing of the club that a small
Jeanne Salley
delegation attended a student senate
meeting in protest. Though they could not
be recognized en masse to speak. their
senator. Bruce Leavitt, voiced their views.
The delegation opposed the club's
request for money to be used to obtain
speakers for their spring conference. The
senate had previously voted them $150 for
krf Hollingsworth
travel expenses and educational materials.
One of the members of this delegation.
Richard Vantinc. a freshman from
Freeport. explained that he felt quite
strongly about how his money was being
used. "I don't approve of the club, and
therefore. I have no desire to support it. If I
giv e it nioney that says I'm for it."
Dave Merrill. another Cumberland
Hall resident who attended the meeting,
was less opposed to the allocation. "I don't
mind the first $150. but the $200 was
absurd.' • He did object. however, to the
Hilltop conference. As he sees it. "sex
belongs in the bedroom, or in other words,
in its proper place. I don't sec what they
can spend two days talking about."
An Aroostook Hall resident. Steve
Linncll, on the other hand. was willing to
let the club have senate funds. He
admitted that "the only reason justified for
giving them funds is be,
to earn money by hold,
drive, a lot of people v
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After 75 years of existence at UMO, the
Omega Mu chapter house of Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity (FM) has officially closed
for at least one semester.
FIJI President Dave Thompson said
there were a number of reasons for the
chapter's closing.
"The National (organization) has been
displeased with our chapter for many
years—we've been a regular thorn in their
side."
"Our national organization is a very
strong. rigidly-structured one," continued
Thompson, "and they police their chapters
quite closely. Our chapter never ran things
straight from the book, financial reports
were late from time to time and the
national decided we were getting too
independent. This combined with the fact
we were getting low in numbers displeased
the national organization greatly."
Thompson explained.
Although the national organization has
control over many facets of the local
by Barb Manuel
chapters, the local alumni of the fraternity
have the final say as to whether it will
remain open or be closed, according to
Thompson. Associate Dean of Student
Activities David Rand. who said he
influenced the decision because of his
alumni status. views the decision to close
FUI as a good one in light of their
problems.
Thompson disagrees. "We had exper-
ienced a 2-year period of transition when
there was some dissension in the house
that caused some problems. But within the
last year these have straightened out and
harmony has been re-established. The
problem of numbers was also decreasing as
we had nine pledges and four more
expected." he declared.
Thompson. a junior journalism major.
said that Field Secretary Steve Area
convinced the local alumni to close FU!.
Area came to Orono three weeks before
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sharp studeot opposition
giving them funds is because if they tried
o earn money by holding a fund-raising
!rive. a lot of people wouldn't go."
The senators, too, had something to say
in the question of funding.
Jeanne Bailey, Hart Hall representative.
otplained that she recognized the club and
he idea of backing them financially. "I
toted with a split-feeling. I'm open-minded
ibout the group, but I don't know how
nuch aid should be given to them. We (the
;enate) wanted to give them money, but
here are problems involved." Senator
3ailey added that it was decided to let the
lob become more established before
deciding whether or not to give them more
money.
Another senator. Steve Aylward, agreed
with Miss Bailey's sentiments. According
to him, the gay-lib group needs "more
self-identification and a good repertoire
with the Maine residents."
But at least one senator was completely
in favor of giving the group as much money
as requested. Peter Simon of Oxford Hall
believes the club is justified in asking for
backing for a convention, because it would
be a good opportunity for everyone to learn
about homosexuality. When asked whether
• STUDENTS RESPOND • see page 4
Gubernatorial hopful favors
Ininhibited university forum
"I don't think that we ought to so rigidly
estrict the university so that we don't
llow differing points of view.- said State
enator Harrison Richardson Friday,
efering to anger expressed recently by
tepublican House leaders over the
tate-wide gay conference to be held at
IMO.
Richardson. a candidate for the
tepublican gubernatorial nomination.
.ddressed a small gathering in the
demorial Union. He said he believes in an
'independent university system.' 
At a party caucus Wednesday. some
;OP legislators said that they would vote
igainst a proposed Sq.' million capital
.onstruction program for the Super-U to
irotest the gay conference which is
.ponsored by the Wilde-Stein Club.
"I wouldn't make a big deal out of it,"
.aid the Cumberland lawmaker. "1
Vouldn't mind if a DLS lecturer came up
Ind said Harri.. Richardson is a lousy
governor.•• It is important for the
miversity to allow freedom of expression,
le said.
Introduced as one of the legislature's
'strongest supporters" of the university,
ichardson said. "During the Kent State
6 a •
"alilia !Mil
Dean Rawl
ast semester ended and worked closely
eith Rand and Asst. Dean of Student
lctivities William Lucy. The decision to
:lose FIJI came during final exam week
when the brothers were told they must
vacate the house by the beginning of the
second semester.
Rand, who is also director of Memorial
Union, said the decision came from the
Property Association in Bangor which
holds the deed to the chapter's house.
After a vain attempt to avert the closing
by visiting Fiji's national headquarters in
Kentucky during semester break. Thomp-
son admitted the chapter's efforts might
have been "too little too late."
"Admittedly, the national had some very
real griefs with the chapter such as
• NEW FIJI. see page 7
by Steve Parker
0.01011.
controversy I was one of three people
including Chancellor McNeil. and another
legislator who wanted a capital bond
issue" for the university. "But the people
turned it down." he said, noting the results
of a state referendum.
Asked by a Democrat about Watergate
and the Nixon administration. Richardson
explained, "I was a delegate to the
national convention in 1968. Maine was
entitled to 14 votes. Seven went to
Rockerfeller, and seven went to Nixon. I
voted for Rockerfeller."
"I would suggest that that vote would be
indicative of my feelings," he added. He
praised the first Nixon administration for
what he termed "progressive domestic
programs that ought to have been followed
through". However, he cited a -crisis in
confidence in government" and called on
the President for a "full disclosure" of the
"foolish. wrong. and arrogant" events of
the Watergate affair.
"I am sick of Watergate," Richardson
said. As for impeachment. Richardson said
the House Judiciary Committee should
"get on with it, and vote a bill of
impeachment, or else drop it."
Richardson's speech addressed a
number of state iv-,aes, including budget—
reform, public power, the economy.
• RICHARDSON* see page 4
Police coop chick
for dorm fowl pla‘
Campus police apprehended a chicken
on the third floor of Hart Hall early Friday
morning for violating parietals. It was not
immediately known how the fowl found
its way into the dormitory, or how long it
had been there.
The chicken has been turned over to
University barn authorities for appro-
priate action. No official charges have
been brought, but it was learned that
police grilled the bird for several hours.
-t
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OPERA—UMO Opera Theatre presents
"The Consul." 8:IN p.m. Hauck
Auditorium.What's on
TUESDAY, FEB. 12
HORSES—UM Horsemen's Club talks
with W.E. Robinson about the Morgan
Horse. 100 Jenness. 6:30 p.m.
BRANDO—Film Festival presents
"Julius Caesar." 100 Nutting. 7 and 9:30
p.m.
DISCUSSION—by Judy Litoff about
"Women vs. the Medical Profession."
7:15 p.m., Coe Lounge. Memorial Union.
ACM—"The Wooden 0", by John
Fields from the Monmouth Theatre. 7:30
p.m.. Damn Yankee Room. Memorial
Union.
BASKETBALL—Maine vs. MIT. 7:35
p.m.. Memorial Gym
'Weston Auto Store
Rt. 2 Greenbush
I Follow Rt 2 East 12 Miles
North of Old Town
I
I AUTOMOTIVE ProductsBATTERIES & TIRES
I TOOLS & HARDWARELH1T A' CHI RA `Z.) 105 & TV'S
--s
nr
1111 • 11111
PRESENTS
FABULOUS FIFTIES
with Mighty John Marshall
THURSDAY NIGHT
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13
MOVIE—Brown Bag Special presents
W.C. Fields in "The Great Chase" and
Laurel and Hardy in "The Live Ghost."
Tot man Room, Memorial Union. 12 noon.
FOOD—MCA agape meal. MCA Center.
College Ave.. 6 p.m.
DESSERT—AAUW honors all senior
women. Mrs. Howard Neville hostesses at
the president's house. 6:30 p.m.
SWIMMING—Maine vs. Husson. Wal-
lace Pool. 7 p.m.
MOVIE-1DB presents "Phantom of the
Opera." 7 and 9:30 p.m.. 100 Nutting.
CHESS—Bumps Room. Memorial
Union. 7 p.m.
IOW s ?itsed 9urnifureMain Road. Milford
Tel. 827-5393
ANTIQUES AND
USED FURNITURE
BOUGHT AND SOLD
Chester H. Wickett prop.
of
ORONO
MEETING ROOM AND BANQUET
FACILITIES AVAILABLE CALL 866-
4333 FOR INFORMATION
Opposite UMO Park St Entrance
T"'" A T f""' 7-  /"."N T-1 cThr"'Mr" 4
; Lt_11.L •
4 
1.
-13- -9. T \ILEA.
9
SEALS & CROFTS' NEWEST ALM. NI 1
UNBORN CHILD
IS AVAILABLE NOW.
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 2
8:00PM
Tickets $4-5-6
Available at: Memorial Union
Viner's
40
-....-11.410-410.0•••••••••••••••••••••••1*-41.•
DISCUSSION— "The Collective Bar-
gaining Process ai UM0--good or bad?"
Bangor Room, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
BRIDGE—lessons and informal play,
FFA Room, 7 p.m.
VETERANS—Mr. Ralph Grant. a
veterans counselor, meets with interested
veterans. Coe Lounge, Memorial Union,
7:30 p.m.
TRYOUTS—for Maine Masque pro-
duction of "Fiddkr On The Roof." Lord
Hall Recital Hall. 7:30 p.m.
SHOW—Maine Masque Studio Shows
presents "Medieval Mystery Plays." Free
at Newman Center. 8 p.m.
MEETING—Ad-Hoc Committee to
support Wounded Knee will meet at 8 p.m.
in the Davis Room, Memorial Union. A film
will be shown featuring a conversation
between Russell Means and Dennis Banks.
All interested persons are urged to attend.
THURSDAY, FEB. 13
MOVIE—Brown Bag Special present%
W.C. Fields in "The Great McGonigle"
and Laurel and Hardy in "Going Bye
Bye." 12 noon. Totman Room, Memorial
Union.
YOGA—classes. All welcome. Bangor
Room. Memorial Union, 3:30 p.m.
BRAP4DO—Film Festival • 'The Wild
One." 100 Nutting. 7 and 9:30 p.m
MOVIE-1DB "The Phantom of the
Opera.•• 130 Little Hall. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
SHOW—Maine Masquu Studio Shows.
"One Act Plays.' Free. Ram's Horn. 7:30
p.m.
BASKETBALL—Maine vs. Colby.
Memorial Gym. 7:35 p.m.
CONCERT—UMO Concert Band.
Hauck Auditorium. 8.15 p.m.
CAMPUS ClAssalEDS
Discount Stereo with
over-the-counter service
and guarantees. 20 -
30. oft Quality brands
only. Call in the evening.
Mark C. Sousa
437 Oxford Hall
;Fit 
-7820
The Craft Connection-un
usual handcralted can-
dles-pottery
-silver. Base-
ment of Estabrook Hall
Mon.-Fri. 12-4 p.m.
MEN-. WOMEN'
JOBS ON SHIPS' No
experience required.
Excellent pay. writichmo.c.
travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00
for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. 9-G P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.
WIN HER HEART
WITH FLOWERS
fr /1E71
linigee & FrederiCkS
1171 Broadway Bangor
tei -947-4521
1• THE FLORIST GREATER BAOR Rei 1ES ON MOST
taltIOCIPMMAIWILIMmigazissiwiliMeiSiX...
BE MINE
110.4Nor
Get that
speciat
Picture & Gift Shop
Main St. 
-The rsi vaiirniine curii3 in iuwn . • earigOr
; THE SNACK
[f Get your Iavorite food,
& drink at
SHACK  I
:Yes We deliverli
Loll 866-3118
SOUTHERN BELLE
FLOWER SHOP
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Students respond to Wilde-Stein funding controversy
• continued from page 2
or not his constituents supported his
viewpoint, however. Simon stated he
"alw ays votes bv his own convictions." He
believes that if the dorm voted for him.
then the dorm residents must support his
ideas and trust that he will make the right
decision% regarding university issues.
There were many, however, particularly
within the fraternitY system. who took !he
opposite viewpoint. Some refused t accept
formal recognition of the club.
Senior Kim Shepard (if Delta Tau Delta
fraternity said. "Most clubs I'd recogni/e.
but this particular club, no. I think giving
Wile Geld=
them the S150 was wrong." He added that
"Neville said that from now on the group
reaping benefits from the facilities should
pay. Take basketball games. for example.
Richardson
Anyone wanting to go pays his dollar. Why
can't they (the Wilde-Stein Club) do the
Many of the students were not as
concerned allow the money given to the
club as they acre about the effect its
formal rccagnition (the concurrent
publicity would have on the universito
There was much said about the influence
the bad publicity would have on the Maine
taxpayers and the state's funding of the
school.
A senior Agriculture and Resource major
remarked that "the fact that the university'
now recogni/es the club isn't a feather in
our hat. The public will take this into
consideration when they decide to vote on
giving the uniyersity funds."
Mike Elwell, senator from Aroostook
Hall. also voiced his comments. He didn't
like the idea of the gay-lib issue being tied
in with the university. He believes that the
controversy will have a definite effect on
the funds allocated to the university. As he
sees it. "they (the gays) have no right to
kill majority projects for a minority cause.**
Another student stated that because of
the present state of the economy, there will
be cut-backs all over. The Maine
legislators are "just looking for an excuse
to reduce university funds- and this issue
may be it.
Dunn Hall's representative Jeff
Hollingsworth, also considered the
possible effects of the controversy on the
outside community. He said that he
believes "it may develop into a serious
issue because the university has poor
public and legislative relations... As to
hether the matter will have a negative
effect on state fund-giving, the senator
replied. "I really can't say . but the more
off and running
• continued from page 2
env ironment. public land management.
and limiting campaign expenditures.
"I am in full support of budget reform.-
Richardson said. "and that is one of the
reasons I want to be governor."
"I sponsored a zero-based budget order
bill." he said. Under his bill, state
programs would not be re-funded
automatically each session. Instead. they
would be evaluated for efficiency' and
effectiyeness, he said.
The senator also called for state
programs to be paid for by the legislative
session which initiates them. if we're
going to have a program, it's going to he
honestly financed." he said.
"I do not believe it is necessary to
increase the corporate or personal income
tax within the forseeable future."
Richardson observed But he qualified his
statement by adding that it could only
conic about with "proper management" of
the state goy eminent.
"I wear the label as an en% ironmentalist.
but I don't take all the credit or blame."
said Richardson. Citing a need to strike a
"sensible balance between quality
industry and environmental concerns." the
former majority leader of the House said
too much emphasis on either environmen-
tal protection or industry is bad for the
state. He stressed the need to bring
"quality industry" to Maine, and gave as
an example the types of industry that use
Maine's wood resources, such as furniture
production.
Asked his position on the proposed oil
refinery at Eastport. Richardson replied.
"If I were governor. I would not interfere
with the deliberations of administrative
agencies." He claimed the Maine Board of
Environmental Protection is armed with
"the toughest pollution control law in the
country...* "If the oil companies can meet
that test. then I'm willing," he said.
But the Republican lawmaker charged
the Pittston Oil company "hasn't
guaranteed one barrel of heating oil or one
tankful of gasoline for Maine." Pittston
has proposed locating a refinery in
Eastport. "We ought to ask such a refinery
that locates here to make such a
guarantee." Richardson said.
He also called for a re-evaluation of the
cost-to-benefit ratio of the Passamaquoddy
tidal project which would use the Eastport
Bay area to generate hydro-electric power.
"I would favor a federally financed
hydro-electric power authority for Maine."
the senator said. Richardson opposed a
recent bill to establish a "Power Authority
of Maine" because it was a poorly drafted
hill." he said.
On the issues of campaign reform and
legislative ethics, the senator said that he
sponsored a bill drafted by Common Cause
that would have established "what
constitutes conflict of interest for a
legislator." and would have required to
reveal his sources of income if there was
any question of such a conflict. The senate
bill was defeated because "it was just the
wrong time." Richardson said. But he
added that "in this session I believe we will
get ethics legislation through."
The senator also said he would vote for
legislation to "limit campaign expendi-
tures for the office of governor...
Richardson. who is chairman of the
Senate's Special Committee on Public
Lands. said "the 400.000 acres of public
lots have been grossly mismanaged." He
suggested they be used to entice quality.
non-polluting industry to the state.
If elected governor, the Cumberland
Republican said he would establish a
"Committee on Maine's Future," because
he feels that Maine, which now copes with
an estimated 8 million tourists a .Year.
should "make plans to accommodate 20
million tourists by 1980...
Staff
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visible the homosexual activities are on
campus. the closer scrutiny there will be."
A Knox Hall resident commented that
the "one bad thing about the Wilde-Stein
Club is not the taboo, but the fact that
there's too much publicity... He considers
his home state to be very conservative and
leels that the taxpayers will react to the
issue. •• [union might go up. if taxpayer
support goes down.- he warned.
Some students, however, weren't as
worried about the funding at they were
about Maine's reputation.
A business major from Rhode Island said
that "every gay person on the east coast
will consider Maine a mecca. Before you
know it. Maine will be known as a 'mecca
for queers....
This in turn will have an effect on the
student enrollment. High school seniors
are apt to think twice before applying to the
University of Maine, the student
continued.
John Trinward. a member of one of
Maine's fraternities, made another
point—that of the effect this controversial
issue may have on his future. "This is my
university and anything that goes on here
affects me direct!'.. When I go out to look
for a job (engineering) most of my potential
employers are going to be pretty straight.
It's a bummer for me if I find myself losing
a job because of a label attached to the
university ."
But in spite of the strong views held
against the club itself and the amount of
money allocated to it. students seem to
have accepted the fact that there will be a
gay conference on campus this semester.
Views from "the hill.•• where the
conference will he held this April. ranged
from "who gives a damn- to the more
emotional fear if "guilt by association...
Debbie Gordon. an Oxford Hall co-ed.
said she doesn't care if the conference Is
held on Hilltop. "as long as no one of my
sex comes up to me and propositions me...
She added that "if the university has given
the go-ahead signal. then I don't care.
They're people, why not?"
A few other Hilltop residents said that
they wanted to avoid the whole thing and
were planning to leave campus that
weekend.
And there were a few who said they
thought they might wander over to the
conference, just to see what it's all about.
New academic calendar
may cost veterans benefits
When the Council of Colleges meets
Thursday to pass judgment on a proposed
calendar for 1974-75. UMO's veterans will
be eyeing the outcome with more interest
than most students.
The new schedule, recently compiled by
the Calendar Committee, adopts a
six-week semester break extending from
Dec.21 to Feb. 3. and could mean a loss of
more than SI50.000 in G.I. Bill monies to
veterans and their families.
A clause in the G.I. Bill of Rights
stipulates that classes must be held at least
one day in each month in order for a G.I. to
receive his payments. Also, all benefits are
witheld pending the resumption of classes,
so vets would have to re-apply for their
checks under this new calendar.
Director of Veteran's Affairs Dick Jacobs
explained that "There are roughly 150 vets
on the UMO and UMB campuses. Seventy
per cent are married and have an average
of one child. This means that oser 1500
people may he affected by the Councirs
decision."
One UMO vet, dubious about the
problems this new calendar might cause.
commented "Give Uncle Sam a chance to
play with all those applications and there
will be a lot of people who will get tangled
up in the inevitable red tape and not get
checks for months. I waited until January'
to get my money for last semester.••
The only possible solution, should the
Council adopt the proposed calendar,
would be to change the wording of the
clause in the G.I. Bill pertaining to the
length of time allowable before benefits
expire.
"This may happen.- Jacobs said."but
Washington is the ultimate decision-maker
Ind we cannot get an answer from them
oefore the situation arises. Therefore. I ant
opposing the calendar in hope that
something more compatible with our needs
may be worked out...
The clause stating that vets must attend
classes at least one day a month in order to
receive their payments was ignored this
winter since many. schools extended
semester breaks due to the energy crisis.
However, the Veterans Administration
has not indicated that this exception will be
in effect next year. Jacobs (7autioned.
GOVERNOR'S
Stillwater Ave.,Stillwater
'The Sandwich Paul Bunyan Made Famous"
Two of the first white men that set foot in Old Town in 1781 were Ira Pierce
and Ira %adleigh.
Ira %adleigh hudt the lirst sawmill in this area hack when Bangor was in
heyday and the Lumbenng Capital of the %told.
Being a lumberman tie was, of course. a fnend of Paul Bunyan. Paul should
come to Ira's sawmill for lunch and dinner many times and this presented
many problems because Paul lobed to eat, and especially hamburgers. Meat in
those da)s was hard to come by and Faul would eat 40 to 511 hamburgs at a
single meal. This would clean Ira out of meat hut he wouldn't sas anything to
Paul because of their Incndship, so Ira had to destse ..unlething to save meal
and keep Paul rule.
Vegetables were as plentiful as was homemade bread and rolls. so Ira took a
larger hamburger, added lettuce, tomatoes and onions. between a homemade
roll, held it together with catsup and mayonnaise and called it a Jumbo. It
delighted Paul and Ira too because now Paul only ate a dozen or so of the new
'Jumbos—
Loday, 1511 years later, this csact same "Jumbo" can be bought at the
Gosernor's Drive-In located in Stillwater and owned by Ira lnadleigh's Great.
Great Grandson 1 eirh Madleigh.
Jumbo's Now '/2 Price 39*
J
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Maine
Campus Editorials
Government by the pollsters
The "Good German" syndrome seems to
have struck the Student Senate.
The Campus received a number of letters this
week from so-called student leaders blasting an
editorial we published comparing the Senate's
refusal to give money to the gay Wilde-Stein
Club to certain Maine GOP legislators who said
they will refuse to vote funds for the Super-U if
a homosexual conference is permitted here.
The student senate and the state legislators
claim their constituents oppose the group. And,
as elected officials, they say duty compels them
to acquiese to majority demands.
The Campus says such thinking is simple
sparrow shit. Blaming the constituents is
copping out.
It is a signal failure of the educational system
that so many persons, including college
students, have little or no understanding of
democratic institutions. For student senators to
claim (as several do on the letters page) that
they have no choice but to bow before the
prevailing public opinion, demonstrates
ignorance. What s worse. it's cloaked in the
guise of "republican government."
Was Gov. Ross Barnett upholding our
highest ideals when he blocked the doors of the
registrar's office at Ole Miss to bar James
Meredith from enrolling—certainly no one
would argue that the majority of Mississippians
opposed segregation. According to the logic of
majority rule the Senate employs. Barnett was
right. Yet, is there no case for conscience? for
minorities? for civil rights?
One senator calls the tryanny of majority rule
"elected responsibility." This warped and
twisted rationalization of bowing to the largest
segment sounds more like "elected ir-
responsibility." Numbers alone seems the
criterion by which the Senate judges how
The 2nd Inquisition
Steam clears
The amount of inquiries received tor
the second installment of The 2nd
Inquisition was somewhat less than
awe-inspiring. Some people did come
forward with some interesting questions.
however, so this week the column is
devoted to answering these questions.
Remember, this is your best method of
watching out for your own interests, so
let's hear your questions!
INQUIRY: Every Tuesday and
Thursday morning I die a slow, cold death
in 35 North Stes ens. It seems like the
radiator is taking the warm air and
cooling It down. In fact, last week when I
got up to lease, the radiator had frost on
It!
FINDINGS: I have a class in the same
room in the mornings, and I know from
experience that what you say is true. I
contacted the head of the university's
Engineering Services Department. Alan
Lewis. Lewis thanked me for calling and
said he'd get right to work on it.
Hopefully, that pesky icebox will be
repaired by the time you and I get in
there again.
INQUIRY: I live in a dorm and when I
get up in the morning my throat is sore. It
Is so sore it hurts to talk. What can I do?
representative it is. Yet any form of
government which does not tend to the
concerns of all its constituency can hardly claim
to represent anyone but one group—in this
case, the largest.
Even if public opinion were as easily
ascertained as the Senate claims, it would be a
fickle indicator to build a stable government on.
Opinions on issues vary by the day, by the
hour. If the Senate predicates its votes on
public opinion, it should stay in continuous
session to deal with the shifts.
One wonders why political parties hassle
with such things as platforms and planks, why
they put up opposing candidates at
considerable expense, mount such fantastic
campaigns, if the elected representatives are
supposed to blow hot and cold with every shift
in the wind. Why have student elections? Let
Howard Neville appoint senators from Ken
Hayes' public opinion class.
Is government of the people merely an
elaborate opinion poll? Or are democratic
institutions committed to certain ideals? And
among these ideals', certain of them pertain to
the rights of unpopular minorities. The function
of elected representatives is far more than to be
whipsawed by the smallest prejudices of the
largest group.
Student government, elected by about five
per cent of the student body, can hardly claim
to be "representative" if it judges by numerical
criteria. In the case of the Wilde-Stein Club, it
can only claim to be the ready tool of
reactionaries.
The Maine Campus holds critiques of each
week's issues every Friday at 1 p.m. in 102
Lord Hall. If you would like to meet the editors
to discuss stories or issues, all interested
persons are invited to attend. Comment and
rriticism are welcome.
Boys in the buff
The latest fad in collegiate entertainment
made its way to UMO last night as six
birthday-suited males barely streaked their way
across campus, exposing themselves to
bystanders and 23 degree weather.
"The Naked Bunch," as The Campus has
dubbed them, raced rather carefree from two
directions at approximately 10 p.m. One group
of four, emerged from between Boardman and
Little Halls and headed down the mall toward
Stevens Hall. The other two darted from
between Aubert and Hannibal Hamlin Halls
across the mall.
Where the hoofing nudies disappeared to is
uncertain, but rumors have it that in place of
the celestial failure of Comet Kohoutek, the
group has been named the asstrological hit of
the century and will enter history books as the
streaking stars of UMO.
Certainly the new fad is a bit more
challenging than the old gold fish gulping,
phonebooth-stuffing. panty-raid antics of
yesteryear, especially when the unclad darers
are thumbing their noses at 23 degree weather.
But the Campus asks, "Where do we go from
here?" Should the next intramural sports
program at UMO be titled "Indoor Streaking?"
Or, should we go one step further and make it a
full-fledged varsity sport with indoor streaking
in the winter and outdoor streaking in the fall
and spring? Should we challenge the Big Ten
schools for a bid to the "Lady Godiva Bowl" —
with the award being a month's paid vacation to
a nudist colony in California?
Beyond the university, The Campus sees
streaking as a possible solution to the
Washington cover-ups and the whole
Watergate mess. For example, if Nixon had
nothing to hide, he could prove it by streaking
from 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue to the Justice
Department before television cameras.
Instantly, the tape gaps would be forgotten.
The American public would cheer the President
for finally exposing himself, at long last braving
the harsh elements surrounding his beseiged
presidency.
Finally, we think streaking offers the
American people something that has been quite
scarce with the dawning of the age of high food
prices--meat.
# rrS ea.-- Aup (forms,
INDINGS: Alan Lewis said your
problem is prevalent all over campus--
especially in the winter when the air is so
dry. Lew is wracked his brain for these
solutions. (which he said were probably
the best and most widely used):
I .)Keep a pan of water on or near the
radiator. This alows the water in the pan
to heat up and evaporate. thereby raising
the humidity.
2.)Boil water in the room for a while
before going to bed. By boiling water in a
pot for about a half hour you can raise the
humidity quite a bit, but. BE CAREFUL!!
I tested this method in my room and the
pot I had couldn't stand the strain.
Something inside the thing started
smoking. It could conceivably start a fire
if left unattended long enough.
3.1Buy a humidifier or vaporizer.
Humidifiers are relatively expensive. A
call to Zayre's found prices range from
the ridiculous to the absurd. ($24.88 to
$90). whereas The Value House has a
decent model for $7.98. Any way you look
at it. its still an expensive investment for
a small room for a maximum of four
years.
Vaporizers are much more reasonable
in price and I can't see any difference in
the performance of the two. Davis Drug
by Don Smith
cure sore throats
in Old Town has a sale on now for a Sh.95
vaporizer marked down to $4.00 and, if
you're rich, the different models go all
the way up to $20. Make sure the
vaporizer has a safety switch which turns
it off when the ater runs out or you may
find yourself out some bread and the
vaporizer. Also, make sure the unit is
approved by Underwriter's Laboratories.
By the way, higher humidity in the
room makes it seem warmer, so you need
less heat and you save fuel oil for the
university.
INQUIRY: After the State widened
the intersections of SdRwater Avenue and
College Avenoe in Old Town last
summer, the traffic problem is still just as
bad as it was before they spent umpteen
thousands of the taxpayers' money. They
did install a four-way traffic signal a while
back, but all it does is blink. I'd like to
know when they're ring to get around to
finishing the job!
FINDINGS: The Old Town City
Manager. Peter Parker, told me the State
performed a traffic survey of the
intersection in question last year and
decided the crossroads needed to be
widened to accommodate the increasing
traffic from local shopping centers and
trailer parks. All approaches to the
intersection were widened and a
four-way traffic signal was installed.
However. the State did not set the timing
for the light and told him they would give
him a week's notice before they did.
Samuel Fuller, Resident Inspector for
the Highway Construction Division, said
the delay in completion was due to a
shortage of the materials needed in
wiring the traffic signal.
According to Fuller, the prime
contractor on the job. Bridge Construc-
tion of Brewer. subcontracted the
electrical work out to F.A. Tucker from
Vermont. Fuller said Tucker is missing
the special shielded cable and switch
boxes used in wiring the signal. Tucker
apparently is waiting for the materials to
come in before he can finish the job.
Fuller expects the job to be finished
within three weeks but, as he says. "I've
been saying that for a month." So you
may have to wait a bit longer.
Your inquiries are welcomed and will
be answered. Write to:
The 2nd Inquisition
c o the Maine Campus
106 Lord Hall
or call
7531 and ask for Don Smith.
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In the editor:
Oh. boy. Here we go again.
'The Maine Campus editorial
staff has suddenly decided that
it is the spokesman for the cast
majority of students on campus
and the dauntless defender of
etc il liberties. Student Govern-
ment has to•yer had any
ptetentions of being able to
voice the opinions of all students
dl tht time hut it is th•tticated to
s,-tv ite.: in the best int( rcsrs
the entire student body. The
-(lanuted 1 y .ut tl &rimed if
1•• •! •
g, to 1,,
bit hard to tak,
Student (Joy ernment has
made an honest tf, bi-.: to treat
the Wilde•titein Lab as fairly a
any other student organization
and I beliesc wt has
accomplished that goal. In
controversial issues such as this
there are bound to be strong
differences of opinion and
members of the Student Senate
have a duty to represent their
constituents in the manner they
feel most appropriate. This
must be worked by senators and
the people they represent — it
cannot be dictated by the
Student GoYernment adminis-
tration or the Maine Campus.
You say "the signature is on the
dotted line." Yes, the opinions
and votes of all senators are
public record. Maybe it would
be a good idea if the authors of
your editorials signed their
name under each piece they
1.4 rite.
You compare Student Go-
vernment to certain Maine
Republicans. Perhaps the same
analogy can be made between
the Maine Campus and William
Loeb•s Manchester Union-
Leader. That paper also tries to
Calm its SandimofliOUs V leWS
down its readers' throats.
Perhaps the Maine Campus
editors and their counterparts in
New Hampshire are grown in
the same garden. fertilized by
the same self-righteous bullshit,
and harvested by the same
sloppy journalistic machine. I
hope not.
I deplore the economic
blackmail that certain members
of the Maine Legislature are
trying to use on the university
but I also deplore the
self-righteous attitudes that
Campus readers are so often
subjected to. There are many
serious problems with lasting
implications facing this univer-
snv today. I would hope that an
Ott future we can work myelin r
in trying to solve these problems
instead of wasting valuable time
and .-esourves on unending
sensationalism.
Ted O'Meara
Vice President, UMO Student
Goy ernment
Your chum that student
government has treated the
14 iltli.-.‘,.tetn Club in the SUM('
Manner LI, tiny ,nher student
group •Liiirions an its ./ute -
is non has ',Indent government
!,una ti LI %Ink!P1,51.5 Say If.
ii roc the Portland Press-Herald
puhliiJIA. disclaim giving
nomev, 1, a student group Yet.
such ,J leiter (1,ncerning the
Witde-.Sti in Club appeared in
the Gunner paper twer your
,ind _student giwernrnvnt
title.
Although thc !etter was
published after the senate voted
to give 51.50 to the Wilde-Stein
Club -- and I understand it was
written before such action was
taken when can we expect a
letter correcting Student Go-
vernmemt's position? Suck a
public disclaimer indicates the
prejudice of the Student
Government leadership which is
reflected by votes in the student
senate.
In its eagerness to disasso-
ciate itself from a controversial
issue, student government
reveals where its concern really
lies -- not with its student body.
student organizations or student
constituency. but with its own
pristine PR image -- PR hardly
could be said to stand for public
responsibility
Campus editorials are signed
when the writer disagrees with a
majority of the editorial staff
We willingly print such dissent.
Otherwise. editorials may be
considered to reflect the opinion
of the newspaper. Obviously.
we see nothing wrong or
unethical in expressing what is
often ti minority opinion. —Ed.
Letters to the editors are
welcome. To be published.
letters must be received at
The Campus office by
Monday noon and Thurday
noon for the Midweek and
Weekend editions respec-
tively.
FEB 14 •GIVE A
pizza YOUR HEART
order u inart-sbapad pizza from
PESARBIS
866-4918
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(Letters to the editor
Senator writes gay scenario
I. "or edii,.
list ,
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each of the points 'supposedly •
made in the aforementioned
editorial.
One. the Senate did not
"suddenly decide they can't
give the Wilde-Stein Club
1200.•" If proper research had
been done the facts that the
$200 request had gone through
committee along with the $150
request. and that the proposal
was voted on the next week, and
when the $200 request was
brought up. it was tabled for a
week would have been known.
This gave senators a full week to
talk with their constituents. At
the meeting on the 5th nearly an
hour was spent debating the
matter. From where the idea
that it was "suddenly decided"
•151 an t
stand
sLi . no'
and re% etst
Ia 111 • • h-ut had
ci !tit v •L ------n1
..tf ¶Ca:11:1' 0.1 t',-
ii • '.1 .11Th. .1' .‘!!!Ct StUi.t(tt
.,11,a111/alli111,.. ,u.t the Si:A)
ts tt,t du'.at .al' materials anti
ti Erricrson
College. It Is St ,u1(1ing policy to
fund such things. Fact: the 5200
was for a conference to be held
on campus. It is standing policy
not to fund such activities.
In keeping vy ith our policy of
treating all groups alike we
could not fund the gay
conference.
Three: the matter of consti-
tuent desires. Any person with
esen a skeleton knowledge of
democracy knows that repre-
sentatives (and senators, yes.
even student senators) are
elected by their constituents to
represent their desires. If this is
not true why did congressmen
spend their X-mas vacations
talking to their home-staters
A/4 
•I it ii •h
1.•
•• ,1 I
Interests • .h
itiarincr.
S
Ito matter at
-scitiennr•shiless" the_ senate.
Months ago the senate officially
recognized the W-SU. We
realized at that time that
problems such as what has
occurred in the past week
would arise. The squeamish
move would have been simply to
refuse to recognize the group.
Maybe the Maine GOP would
have chosen this type of action
but the fact is the student senate
did not.
We realize that the rights of
individuals and their free choice
of action must be respected and
we have acted accordingly. We
officially recognized and treated
them in this matter equally as
we will do in the future.
James L. Gagne
Off-Campus Senator
Senate libelously' labeled by Campus
Dear Sir.
We feel it necesaary to take
issue with your recent editorial.
entitled, "Elected Cowardice."
Your libelous labeling of the
senate as yellow, for their
reference to their duty to their
constitutents is appalling. On
what do you base that
statement? If they are not
responsible to the electorate.
thats us, then to whom are they?
As I recall we elected them to
represent us. We whole-
heartedly support their recent
decisions concerning the Wilde-
Stein group. and we 'do so for
the following reasons:
• In giving funds to the
Wilde-Stein club, they _ set a
precedent not only for future
requests from the Gay group.
but any group which designs
itself a club.
• The knowledge of a place
such as UMO where acceptance,
and funds are available, will
inevitably attract more of the
same breed.
• The name of the university
is seriously compromised by
their existence. What would be
the result if they got its support?
Is this the kind of attraction
which appeals to prospective
students?
• The sexual relations of
people are personal, and
intimate. They are not akin to a
ladies sewing circle, where one
can congregate. and discuss
technique, or whatever. Speci-
fically this means, one does not
need a club to enjoy sex.
• The resulting financial
situation. Although it is
doubtful that the legislature
would be so vindicative as to cut
us off without a cent, but it is
not out of the realm of
possibility that certain alumni
may feel somewhat reluctant to
support them.
The problem would seem to
have a simple enough answer.
There are sonic 8000 residents
here. Let them decide. By this I
do not mean to decide whether
or not there should be a
Valentine's Day is Near
Send the "LOVEBUNDLE.
In the brilliant red heart-shaped, non-
scented sachet we add our extra touch. a
vial of Joie de Fleur perfume, as well as
other arrangements and cut flowers to
order
Valentine Cards too!
.----------------•.-------- --------------------
Illa Gattc.figist
46 Main St , Orono
Wilde-Stein Club. That is
already a fact, and we have no
right to decide that question.
We do have a right to decide
whether or not we shall support
it. If the majority of the students
approve, then tine. We shall
become part of the silent
minority. We do not believe that
that will be the case though. I
am sure that every student here
would be willing to sacrifice a
minute to put this to rest once,
and for all, by making a simple
yes or no vote in a referendum
By the way, if they successfully
obtain travel funds, we intend to
approach the senate with the
idea of one of our classmates,
and form a Happy Hetero Club.
and asks for funds to travel
prime chick locations.
George S. Pitarys
John B. Osolin
Bruce J. Leavitt
David B. Sherlock
Robert S. Thurtow
Richard Z. Vantine
Charles Z. Cyr
nnsagT
a
FORGET
41101111
Large Selection
Of Cards by
AMERICAN GREETING
OPEN
ALL DAY SUNDAY
PhormacIst on Duty
MILLE
DRIJG: jrtione',,5tate tt?!7-8363
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New Forestry Center 
wi• ll influence •uoodiand
The final report on the probable
structure and function of President
Neville•s proposed Center for the
Advanced Study of Forestry could be
completed as early as April of this year.
Bruce Poulton. head of the Office of
Research and Public Services, reports that
a three-man committee comprised of Dr.
Fred B. Knight. director of the School of
Forestry : Dr. Edward G. Bobalek.
chairman of the Department of Chemical
Engineering; and Arthur Johnson. the A.
and A. Bird Professor of History. is
expected to present the preliminary report
by Paul Beth
in the next few weeks. Poulton, who serves
as a resource person to the committee, said
that the final report could follow as early as
April.
Neville has charged this committee with
the task of — putting flesh on the skeleton"
of a position paper prepared last fall citing
the need for the center. said Poulton. Point
Eight of Neville's recent Convocation
Address stresses "the importance of
placing emphasis upon research and public
New FIJI re-opens in fall
• continued from page 2
altitudes and finances. but I thought we
were really turning the corner to a better
house."
An advertisement in the Jan. 25th issue
of the Campus announced "The Old FIJI
Ends. With A New Beginning," and
encouraged interested men to meet with
FIJI national representative Steve Area.
The result was 18 new pledges.
Rand said the alumni and national
organization were looking for people with
character and successful part at the
university." If success is measured in
terms of grades. it appears they've found
who they're looking for. The accumulative
grade point average is more than 3.0 for
the 18 pledges.
Thompson views the "new beginning"
for FIJI's UMO chapter as an experiment
that the national organization has wanted
to try for years. "They have over 100
chapters and have been waiting for the
chance to trv something new. It's just a
shame our pledges will be excluded from
participating." he declared.
The house itself was built in 1920 for
S80.000 by the local chapter. It was not
intended as anything but a fraternity house
which explains its many bedrooms and
large dining areas. Two years ago the
house underwent S35,000 worth of repairs.
which included a new bathroom and new
electrical wiring, which brings the worth of
the house to around S250.000.
In spite of this. Rand said "the house
was in deplorable shape after the brothers
left." making it necessary to "literally
shovel out" the debris.
Extensive renovation v. ill be made by the
national organization and the local alumni
to make way for the new pledges who will
move in next fall.
Greeks begin dystrophy drive
Paul Gerardi of Tau Epsilon Phi
Fraternity, chairman of this year's
—Shamrocks Against Dystrophy" drive
announced a meeting for representatives
from all fraternities and sororities.
Tuesday, Feb. 12. 1 p.m.. F.F.A. Room in
the Memorial Union.
Jerry Hillock, district director for the
Maine Muscular Dystrophv Association
will show a short film on what is being done
I
maw
your ',loner
to help the kids afflicted with muscular
dystrophy. Also, he will discuss the
"Shamrocks Against Dystrophy Tag Day in
the Bangor area.
Last year. Greeks from UMO. Colby,
Bates and UMPG helped raise about
S2.000 on St. Patrick's Day for the Maine
Chapter of MDAA. All interested students
should contact Gerardi at the TEP House at
ht)tl- 2883 .
SAVINGS & LOAN
AS '71 0( I A 1
Ba4t(?
201 Main Street, Bangor
T.I. 942-5568
service which will benefit the region, the
state, and the local area." The proposed
Center for the Advanced Study of Forestry
emphasizes, said Poulton. research and
service beneficial to the entire state.
The major function of the new center will
be "to make recommendations" to the
legislature. the people. and to corporations
involved in Maine forestry on how the
state's vast forests should be managed.
envisions Poulton.
"Input for such decisions would come
from the faculty, the government,
conservation groups. the general public,
and the businesses themselves." he
continued.
Teams would be organized to examine
problems in detail and to attempt to define
the public policy that should prevail
concerning them.
Poulton says the center could also
operate as a "think tank", adding "it
would be a place where people in the
industry could come to be rejuvenated."
This "think tank' aspect of the center is
to be patterned after the Harvard Business
School's Advanced Management Semi-
nars. Poulton explained, which utilize the
case study approach. This form requires
executives to spend up to four months
working under simulated conditions in
assigned roles, reacting to situations as
they think their particular role dictates.
Poulton said that committeeman Arthur
Johnson. who has had experience with the
•
Hai-% ard Business School program, is
already developing case studies for use at
the center.
Poulton. who interned in the office of
President Neville in 1966 when both were
at Michigan State University. describes a
third function of the center as being —a
focus for faculty members who don't feel a
strong committment to any particular area
of their discipline." "The center can
provide an opportunity for valuable faculty
input into some highly specialized areas",
he said. He believes generalists would
have the opportunity to apply their
particular expertise to the highly
specialized problems that forestland
management provides.
Funding for a center of this type could
come from many sources. added Poulton. It
could attract support from corporations.
private individuals and foundations, and
from the federal government through
grants from agencies like the National
Science Foundation and the U.S. Forestry
Service, he continued.
Poulton cited the biggest problem in
dealing with Maine forestry management
issues as deciding who makes the final
decision. "It seems that everyone has got
an axe to grind." he quipped. Poulton
contends that the Center for Advanced
STudy of Forestry can function objectively
in making recommendations on these
issues that are in the best interest of the
state.
Health Center position filled
Mrs Betsy Battiek • 40. a Student Health
Center staff nurse for the past four years.
has been named nurse administrator.
replacing Maryanne Fightlin.
Mrs. Fightlin came to the university two
years ago as supervisor. She resigned her
position because her husband changed
jobs. and now resides in Connecticut.
Mrs. Battick. whose husband is a
member of the History Department here.
says her main duties are arranging shifts,
hiring and firing of personnel, and all
aspects of patient care. She aids the
pharmacist in administering drugs. and
also assits doctors and nurses w ith
laboratory work.
The new supervisor reported changes
are taking place in some Health Center
policies. A doctor is now available from
12:30-1:15 pm. This change is a result of
student pressure to have a doctor available
during the lunch hour.
Another change is that the out-patient
section will be open until 7:30 pm.
Pres iously. students needing a doctor's
care after 5 pm had to go to the hospital
side of the building, opposite the main door
of the building. There also will be a nursing
staff working and a doctor on call until 7:30
pm.
Mrs.
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STUDY IN
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Fully accredited University of
Arizona GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL offers July [August 10.
1974 courses in ESL, bilingual educa-
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Ski magazine tabs Squaw Me  tno resort
GREENVILLE-- Anyone who has
watched Eastern skiing for the past several
years knows that Squaw Mountain is a
rising star that has eclipsed some of the
other well-known Maine ski areas. The
reasons why are not so obvious. Why, for
instance. would SKI Maga7ine call Squaw
"one of the best family-type establish-
ments in the East?" Why would SKI EAST
magaiine choose Squaw as an example of a
successful family ski area? Why would
Squaw. on the shore of Moosehead Lake.
the northern-most major ski resort in New
England. enjoy a record January (up 30%
from 1973) when other Maine ski areas are
on the brink of financial disaster?
"Because we're different." said
Assistant Manager Bruce Taylor. "It's
almost that simple. We're the only ski area
in Maine with a total, top-to-bottom
snowmaking system that guarantees we'll
be in business. We're the only ski area
with a full-time seven-day a week nursery
school and day care center. We're the only
ski area with base lodge amenities like an
indoor pool and saunas and two cocktail
lounges with entertainment.
"We're the only resort with a full
ski-week program all in one place. Once
the cai is parked in our parking lot, it
doesn't have to move again.
"Nobody in Maine skiing offers a lower
college season pass rate than Squaw (S75).
Nobody has a free skiing policy for children
six and under and 65 and over. Nobody else
offers a special transferable pass at rates
cheaper than a regular adult pass."
In all. says Taylor, Squaw captures
the market in innovative policies that make
skiing more affordable for more people.
But the Squaw Mountain ski school also
has a unique approach to teaching skiing.
Ski School Director Chip Taylor says.
"Instructors used to put the emphasis on
being flashy, macho types. That's over
with. Teaching skiing, like teaching other
athletics, is a profession. Instructors have
to be better qualified today than ever
before---at least to teach for me they do."
The result is a ski school made up
predominantly of college graduates who
have chosen ski education as a full-time
occupation. Subsequently. Squaw has
founded the Special Ski Education program
that deals primarily with difficult ski
learning problems. Taylor, a University of
Maine graduate and former teacher and
coach, says he's concerned with things like
how to start children skiing the best
way---the way that makes for a successful
learning experience; and with teaching
adults who have acquired a fear of speed
and pitch and height. and most of all.
injury.
Special Ski Education at Squaw is a fret
service of the ski school. "Sure, in the
short-run we'd make more money forcing
people into lessons. But that may not solve
the problem. and an unresolved problem
usually means the loss of a skier. So we
work with the people in a counseling
session—usually over coffee in the base
lodge—to see if we can help them cope
with their fear. With parents, we try to
help them understand how best to help
their children. Parents are still the best
teachers—if someone can give them an
objective viewpoint on what might be the
best approach with the child.
One of Squaw's big pulses is the lack of
crowds. Waiting lines are rarely over 10
minutes in length and slopes are never
cluttered with too many people. •'We are
no where near reaching capacity." says
Operations Manager Duane Lander. "and
we don't expect to reach that point for
years to come. We're lucky in that our
business is more evenly spread out over
the whole week with ski-week vacationers
than at most Maine ski areas. So, we do
good business without getting the
hard-to-handle crowds.
Squaw is not a giant ski mountain, but it
is Maine's second biggest and the eighth
biggest in New England in vertical
descent. It's not the toughest mountain.
but its 13 alpine trails and 25 miles of
cross-country terrain provide something
for everyone. And it's not the . most
glamorous mountain, but it does offer
activities and entertainment for everyone.
Squaw
Where are you getting it together
during you: week's focat1os7
0 lit !he time
qtylmw s (rot tut. Mail'
Hon you thought about ski toorieu7
We'll show you how to cloy
this inexpensive, foe,
worthwhile sport.
Why wait?
clean,
A whole week of entertainment
special events—rockin' out at In 
SQUAW MOUNTAIN AT MOOSEHEAD
Greenville, Maine 04441
Telephone (207) 695-2272
J
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Skiers eighth at Dartmouth, travel to Williams
lh S10 ski team finished eighth in a
tiled .1 ten it•ams in last weekend's
Dartmough Winter Carnival meet.
The team winner was Dartmouth with a
score of 146 points. Other team scores
were: Middlebury 124. Vermont 115, New
Hampshire 59. St. Lawrence 30. Harvard
25e Nevi EngLond College 23. Maine If'.
Bates 4 and Williams 3.
This season the NCCA is using a new
points sconng system w hich places more
importance on outstanding individual
performances.
"Last year under the old system we
would hay e been fifth.% ernioni would ha% c
won: and Harvard 14 mild base been last. In
the past the scores were based upon the
percentage of the best times. but now
Tips on cross-country skiing
W.iiio!eriug what to do this %mot- when
gas shortage becomes acute and you
,•an ; go to the slopes?
Brud Folger. head ski coach at UMO.
suggests ;la; You take up ski touring or
Cross-couet;y skiing. You can rent
equipment from the Of , of Student
Activities and Organizatii for less than
two dollars or buy your • •: equipment
hich is relatively cheap —impared to
down-hill skiing equipment. Where to go?
Anywhere around this spacious campus.
In a return performance of a
mini-workshop. sponsored by the Office of
Student Activities and Organizations. that
was held last year. Fidger discussed
equipment and care.
"In selecting the length of the ski."
Folger said. "you should raise your arm
above your head. The tip of the ski should
reach your wrist... For children he
suggested the ski should be as long as the
child is tall. "A heavier person should get a
wider ski," he added.
Folger stressed the importance of the
bottom of the ski whertselecting them. The
three basic kinds are plastic. seal skin and
wood. Eolgef rt in tuendetiutood bottoms,
though they mod more care than the
others. the edges stand up longer.
also ponited out that the wood skiis
need waxing whereas the plastic fish scale
and seal skin don't. When skiing, the skiis
catISC a friction with the snow causing it to
melt, so there is a fine film of water
between the ski and the snow. The wax is
needed to allow the ski to move over the
snow more smoothly and to hold the ski
still when stopped. There are three basic
waxes. green. blue and red. used
according to how warm the weather is.
••Wood skiis hold the wax much better
than do plastic or fiberglass. Tis gives you
total control of the wax." said Folger
Folger highly recommended rubber
hoots over leather because they are
waterproof. He also recommended that
they have metal plates on the bottom to
keep the metal pins in the bindings from
making holes all over the bottom of the
boots. He said that the leather boots were
more comfortable than the rubber but the V
needed to be waxed more often ''w ith show
polish.''
points are giien by place and only the
people ho finish in the top one-third count
in the scoring. So. essentially you are
taking skiing away from the team and
giving it to the individual. For example
one man soired all of Harvard's points.'
explained CMO coach Brod Folger.
Fidget- said that he was phased with the
perforni:ince. olsophomore Whit Thurlow
ems. Mike Fendler. ho
I ai ;cry h ii the lumping. and freshman
c` a! It Niednur in cross Laiuntry.
'iScolopete against %Oita: of the bust
ti•ams in the uation Last year Vermont was
sccond in the N( \\s and Dartmouth has
been in the top three in the country for
about the past 20 years. So we have a very
tough schedule; as tough as any other team
up hert•,•• FogIcr
Maine competes on the New England
Division I circuit which includes all of the
teams which participated in last week's
Dartmouth meet. The Bears face these
teams eiery week because they all are
invited to the same Winter Carnivals.
This weekend Maine will compete at the
Williams winter carnival.
We should improve at Williams. I was
a little disappointed with the jumping. but I
know we can do better.— Fogler said.
Ski competition is divided into the three
categories of jumping, cross-country and
the Alpine events. At the present time than
do plastic or fiberglass. This gives you
giant slalom and downhill. But Eogler
believes that in another year or so the
downhill will be phased out.
"In the last two NCAA championships
boys have been killed in the downhill. The
slalom raced arc much more controlled and
a kit safer.— Folger commented.
Cut the cost of your
next ski weekend!
1
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Sugarloaf, Maine
6 s2ddlebacic1 
Maine
* C.:1Rn 
Olen. \lei most
• 
Ascutney, Vermont
Here's a swell chance to save money on some great skiing! No
gimmicks, nothing to join, no obligation except to pay the bargain
price for your tickets. And they're good anytime — mid-week,
week-ends, holidays. What are you waiting for?
REGULAR PRICE
Sugarloaf -$9
Saddleback—S8.
Glen Ellen—$10.
Ascutney—S8
4 Tickets, $36
4 Tickets, $32.
4 Tickets, $40.
4 Tickets, $32
SPECIAL PRICE EXP. DATg
55.75-4 Tickets., $23. June '77
S5.25-4 Tickets, 521. June '76
S6-50-4 Tickets, 528 June '76
55.25-4 Tickets, $21. June '77
TO GET YOUR BARGAIN TICKETS, SEND THIS COUPON TODAY!
Membership Privilege Program
Membership Benefit Committee of
Eastern Ski Association (Division of USSA)
277 Hathaway Street
Wallington, N.J. 07055
Pique send me tour tickets at your special money
saving prices to the ski areafsi I have checked
My T check money order is enclosed (minimum
order. 4 tickets)
- Sugarloaf-1123. :1Saddlebeck---$21.
N•me_
Address _ -
City
State
'Allow one to two wneks for delivery, please).
Make checks payable to Membership Privilege
L. " Glen Ellon—$211. ' Arocutney—$21. Program
next
Whit 14.w
Folger belies es that Maine has the
strongest team in the state; followed by
Bates, Colby and Bowdoin. This year•s
M1AA championships yvill he hosted by
Bates at Rumford on March 1 and 2.
I I 
I I
1 1
I I
COLLEGE STUDENTS
ski all day for
153.50 weekends
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Locke Mills, Maine
4200' Double Chair Lift
3T -Bars-1 , 1650' and 3350'
12 Trail-3 Open Slopes
2 Mile Cross Country Trail
Lodge and Snack Bar
Ski Shop
Ski School and Ski Patrol
CALL 875-2601 AND WE
WILL HELP WITH GASOLINE
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Sports
aarr, host MIT, Colby
after disasterous road trip
The Black Bears are home for two games
this week, against MIT and Colby, after a
disasterous weekend road trip in which
they lost to Boston University and Rhode
Island.
On Friday night the B.U. Terriers picked
up their first Yankee Conference victory of
the season as they downed the Bears.
81-58.
Maine turned ice-hold midway through
the first half and B.U. capitalized to build
up a 38-2b halftime lead. B.U. also had
command of the boards as the Bears were
usually limited to one shot.
B.U. had a team total of 54 rebounds as
Walt Chesley grabbed 19 and Bob Boyd
had 14. For UMO Bob Warner grabbed
nine of the Bear's 31 rebounds.
The leading scorer for B.U. was Steve
Jones with 19 and Bob Boyd added 14.
!None of the Bears hit double figures as
Steve Condon led Maine in scoring with
nine points.
On Saturday night the Bears were
defeated by Rhode Island. 78-60. but
Coach Tom "Skip" Chappelle called the
game one of his team's most outstanding
performances.
"We played a super game in the first
half but I guess our adrenaline flow started
to taper off in the second half and we just
ran out of gas in the last nine minutes."
said Chappelle.
1111111111111
Maine got off to a fast start as they led
by 13 points. 29-lb with 8:19 left in the first
half. This fact start was engineered by Bob
Warner and Steve Conley who scored IS
and 14 points respectively in the first 20
minutes of play.
But in the second half the Rams roared
back behind a tough man-to-man defense
and the hot shooting of Randy Hughes.
Despite the loss, the effort by the Bears
was encouraging to ('happelle. particularly
after the club's poor showing against B.U.
the night before.
Rhode Island coach Jack Kraft had this
to say about the Bears in his post-game
press conference. "They're a good young
team. Warner and Conley really hurt us in
the first half but we got a good team effort
to help us turn it around in the second."
Steve Conley played one of his best
games ever in a Black Bear uniform as he
contributed 18 points and 10 rebounds.
Bob Warner scored 19 points and had eight
rebounds.
The loss drops Maine's overall record to
9-8 and leaves the Bears at 2-8 in the
Yankee Conference.
Tonight the Bears will host MIT and
Thursda!, night they face Colby in a crucial
State Senes contest. Both games are
scheduled to begin at 7:35 p.m.
3 T-BARS
3-DOUBLE OPERATING
CHAIR LIFTS DAILY
4 MILES OF NEW TRAILS
AT PLEASANT MT. EAST
New high-capacity double chair lift
The Friendly Family Ski Area
Open Slopes and Trails for Every Skier
— Beginners to Experts.
Loft, Restaurant, Lounge and Snack Bar
SKI SHOP — EQUIPMENT RENTALS
Tel. 207-647-2022
For Ellis Ski Conditions, Call Toll Free: 1-800-243-3430
Just off Rt. 302
143 Miles from Boston 38 Miles West of Portland
BRIDGTON, MAINE
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Icemen still having problems
The UMO hockey club continued to have
difficulties as they dropped two of their last
three games and saw their record fall to
two wins and five losses.
On Feb. 3. Bates defeated UMO 10-4 in
Lewiston. The lopsided score evidenced
that UMO was thoroughly outplayed.
Scoring for Maine were Wayne Gallant (2).
Art Hutchinson. and Roger Therault.
On Feb. 9 at the UMO outdoor hockey
rink. Maine defeated Ricker 7-4. Bill
Sawyer and Art Hutchinson scored
Maine's first two goals and after one
period UMO led 2-1. In the second period
Sawyer this second). Tom Gass. and Skip
Wood tallied for UMO against none for
Ricker to put the game out of reach. Gass
(his second) and Roger Therault scored
the final two goals for Maine. Throughout
the game UMO Lompletely dominated
play. They outshot Ricker 34 to 11.
The following day. Bates travelled up to
UMO and again defeated Maine, this time
by a seven to four score. Maine took an
early 2-1 lead on goals by Don Marley and
player-coach Tom Rosa and, after one
period of action, the game was tied at two
all. Bates surged ahead five to three at
the end of two periods. ('MO's only second
period goal came when Rosa's shot
ricocheted off the goalpost in front of the
net and Marley slammed in the rebound.
Bill Sawyer scored Maine's third period
goal.
High scorers for Maine after seven
games are Wayne Gallant, Tom Rosa. and
Bill Sawyer with four goals apiece.
Ski coach keeps busy by making hats
What does a collegiate ski coach do when
faced w ith a winter season without much
snow and an energy situation that makes
traveling to distant slopes difficult? Well,
he could make movies,. .or he could
manufacture and sell ski caps... or he could
give fling lessons. ..or he could even study
for an advanced degree.
UMO's varsity ski coach. Philip Brud)
Folger. does all of these things--and very
well.
In his seven years at UMO. at 35. he has
become one of the busiest faculty members
on record.
He recently completed a ski movie in
color, along with Dick Bell of Farmington.
for the Sugarloaf Mountain Corporation,
dubbing in the music track himself. This
was Folger's second movie. He prey iouslv
filmed and produced "Cross Your Skiis.•• a
movie on cross-country skiing which was
purchased by the U.S. Ski Association and
distributed nationally two years ago.
In the spring Folger's thoughts turn
to hats. In partnership with Susan Stvrna of
Orono, daughter of UMO track coach Ed
St yrna . Folger manufactures flowered
engineer hats.
"Susie.% the factory and I'm the
salesroom," Folger says of the enterprise.
Miss Styrna does the work at home and
Foiger handles the distribution thiough ski
shops throughout the state.
Folger recently purchased a float plane
and plans to give private flying instructions
in that type of aircraft this summer. He has
been the faculty advisor for the UMO
Flying Club for se‘eral years and a flight
instructor tor thc past seven years.
,
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Team work sparks MO trackmen
The tired-up Uniyersity of Maine track
team wor. the Maine Intercollegiate
Athletic Association Indoor Track and Field
championships at Bates College.
The Bears collected 59 points as they
defeated defending champion Bates, The
Bobcats had 461.2 points. Bovk dom 38:,
and Colby was last with ten.
It was a tremendous team effort by the
Bears as they had five indnidual winners
and they were not shut out in any event.
The Bears got off to a quick start as John
Wiebe and Larry Morris finished one-two
in the king jump.
Gerry Laflamme added more points for
UMO as he won the mile and outkicked
Chuck Radis of Bates in the last lap to in
the two mile.
Other important finishes for UMO were
Blame Home's first in the 45-yard dash:
Doug Keeling tied with Chris Taylor of
Bates in the 1.000.
A controversy arose after the mile run as
Maine's Doug Keeling was disqualified for
cutting in too soon at the start and causing
another runner to break stride. But
Keeling, who finished second, was in the
first lane and Maine argued that it would
he very unlikely for a runner in the first
lane to cut in towards the center of the
track.
Four new meet records were set during
the meet. They were: Archie McLean of
Bowdoin with 44•1'it" in the triple
jump and Dick Leavitt of Bowdoin with a
throw of 52'2"; Bill Bardiglio of Bates
pole vaulter Tom Wells of Bates jumped
13'81/2
Maine's next meet is the Yankee
Conference Championship which will be
held this Saturday at the University of
Vermont.
Summary:
LONG JUMP- I) VViebe (M); 2) Morris
(M): 3) Ha (Bal. 4) Bruce (Ba) Distance -
21'7'2".
35-1h. WEIGHT I Waithe (Bo); 2)
Cednine (Bat; 31 Hoyt iM); 4) Carlson (Bo)
Distance 54'6'2"
TRIPLE JUMP - II McLean (Bo): 2)
Lammi (M): 3) Harrison (M); 4) Shute (M)
Distance 44'1' .2.• (new meet record)
SHOT PUT - 1) Leavitt (Ho); 2) Cedrone
(Bal. 3) Waithe t Bo): 4) Joly (M) Distance -
52'2' 2.• (new meet record)
HIGH JUMP - 1) Bardaglio (Ba). 2)
Leathe (M); 3) Elwell (Bo); 411race (M)
Height - 6'6" (new meet record)
POLE VAULT - 1) Wells (BO; 2) Jordan
IM); 3) Peckham (Co); 4) Queeney (Ba)
Height - 13'8'2" (new meet record)
MILE I) Laflamn: (M): 21 Sanborn
(Bo); 3) Graf (Bal. 41 Groothoff Co)( Time -
4:21.5
600 YARD DASH - I Wicks (Bat; 2) Van
Peursem (M). 3) Dunn (Bo): 4)
Richardson (Ba) Time - 1:14.7
45-YARD HURDLES - 1) Fiftal (Co): 2)
White ( MI: 3) Getchell tBol; 4) Collette M)
Time - 5.9
45-YARD DASH - I) Home (Me): 2)
Soule (Bo): 3) Frazae (Me); 4) Littlefield
(Ba) Time - 5.1
1000-YARD RUN - 1) Tie - Taylor (Ba)
and Keeling (M): 3) Tie - Bierman (Fla) and
Burst (Bo) Time - 2:21.4
TWO-MILE - 1) Laflamme (M): 2) Radis
1Ba): 3) Warner (M); 4) Merrill (Ba) Time -
9:32.9
MILE RELAY • 1) Bates 2) Maine
(Elliot. Schiable. Van Peursem. Pulkinen) ;
3) Bowdoin : 4) Colby
TWO MILE RELAY- 1) Bov.doin : 2)
Bates ; 3) Maine ; 4) Colby.
U estate ti
Laflamme! Maine's distance star breaks the tape and wins the two mile
at Saturday's State meet.
IINIGHT'S S PGOROTIDNSG
584 WILSON ST., BREWER On the Bar Harbor Road.
OVERSTOCKED SALE!
CASH • ALL SALES FINAL • NO REFUNDS • NO RETURNS
HOURS: MON. THRU SAT. 8-5-FRI. NITE 'III 9 PM
SALE WILL CONTINUE TiLSTOCK CLEARED OUT!
KASTLE SKIS
(PM-TI RiNg $18500 NOW
(PM Sp•c..ei Rey 173 03 NOW
RALLY SUPER 99 95 NOW
RALLY 4 75 00 NOW
HART SKIS
$ 92 50
ZI5.=
49 95
37.50
HORNETS $ 99.50 NOW $ 66.35
BISHOP 185 10 NOW 92.50
ATOMIC SKIS
ATOMIC ATOMIC $199 00 NOW $132.00
GLASS 3000 179 00 NOW 119.00
EXCELLENT 149 00 NOW 99.00
SPEEDER JR 79 95 NOW 53.00
SPAULDING
SIDERAL $170.00 NOW $99.00
FORMIDABLE 185.00 NOW 120.2
BUZZARD
voupLAsT s, oc NOW $ 73.00
F MEE; $0 NOW '2100
JUNIOR SKI SETS
SK IS-BINDINGS-POLES
REST ALEC)
R $ 53 rI0 NOW 11 32.00
Roc 59 00 NOW 33.00
ADULT SKI SETS
SKILEMPEDIAKIS-POLIS
PEST ALLE0
Rog. $ 69.00 NOW $ 41.40
Rog. 7300 NOW 43.00
Ilt•g 8500 NOW 31.00
Reg. 89 00 NOW 33.40
DENS REG. $203: NOW
LADIES REG. 22 ou NOW
MEWS REG. 2300 NOW
SKI BOOTS
ASPEN JERSEYS
REGULAR
REGULAR
REGULAR
9.00
$11.00
513.00
NOW
NOW
NOW
 1
$6.00 I I
7.33
9.75
ASPEN WARM-UP I
312.00
13.20 I
13.40
REGULAR $ 72.03 NC.sw 36.00
REGULAR 120.00 NOW 60.00
REGULAR 135 00 NOW 90.00
REGULAR 154 00 NOW 102.00
ONE LOT
Sik I BOOTS
ley lor 45 0 ,"..1
to 57 98
EXTRA SPECIAL:
29.95
OVER 60 PAIRS!
JACKETS, SWEATERS, HATS, POLES, GLOVES
& MITTENS - ALL AT BIG REDUCTIONS!
MEIEBBEEEME
1,9
Mr. nit% BFFF'NDit BREW
OF ORONO
introduces:
Deliciou
Steak and ur=
includes all
the salad you can
eat from the Salad
Wagon
I1 .11(11 01 1/11(111
only
.-Across from UMO Park St. :•-.. N.
Entrance Meeting Room and v
Banquet Facilities Available. . k -_
I 
Call K66-4333 for informa- . •
tion. 
6v - .4- . ,
 '0
gjeferMiSESSUMMIESORMEMP-MW
DANSK
GENERATION BLUE MIST
GENERATION BROWN MIST
DINNERWARE
20 PIECE SET
107.80 NOW $84.95
TEAK SALT/PEPPER MILLS
REG.
s 18.98 NOW $12.95
Also Reductions in BarWore, Cookware and
Wood Pieces!
_
5136 MAIN $T BANGOR
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1 Opportunity--Challenge--Rewarding Work--They're more
11 than buzz words to these University of Maine graduates 4
4
:14
sttegrir,.., _
An "on the floor" discussion between Pertey and two of his Machine Managers
Engineering and techniciai training are the cornerstones of Mehoopany's
approach to papermaking and process control. Recent graduates can
contribute— they do not find themselves facing a process of "art" and "black
magic " The average Papermachine Manager at the Mehoopany Plant is
twenty-nine year'.. uld During 1973.a typical year four new managers were trained
to fulfill this important position A Machine Manager is responsible for the
operation of a multi-million dollar papermachine He is accountable for all aspects
of Safety, Cost, Quality, and Production
The testing and justification procedure for the computer control system is
discussed in detail by Rod
During 1973. Rod's group conducted fifty-one experimental runs and thirteen
thousand manhours ot formal classroom training in areas as diverse as problem
solving techniques and specific papermaking skills. In addition, eight new
managers were trained under Rod's direction and his engineers were engaged in
over twelve special projects.
• Oa 111111121
MOM 11 MCI
PERLEY BOUCHER, in the center, ME --1967), and ROD
BROWN, on the right (ME-1966i. discuss Papermill planning
with P.M.Brown, Papermaking Operations Manager Since
graduation. Perley has held a number of positions within
Charrn in's Papermaking organization After six years and four
assignments. Perley is now responsible for the operation of six
high speed tissue machines His Production Team consists of
more than a dozen managers and over one hundred paperrnaking
technicians
Rod is the Papermill Chemical Engineer and Special Projects
Manager His current responsibilities include operating as we'
as staff functions Rod is responsible for the training of neA
managers and technicians. all laboratory testing and
experimental work, as well as operation of the Stock Preparatior
Department A portion of Rod's efforts over the past few months
has been directed toward bringing the Company's first procest
control computer on-line Previous positions have includec
assignments as Papermaking and Converting Team Manager
Papermachine Manager, and an assignment in the Procest
Development Division in Cincinnati Currently under Rod
direction are seventeen engineers and managers as well a'
nearly fifty process and operating technicians.
Pete Emerson discusses laboratory
Coordinator.
Typical projects that a Process Engineer is involved with in an initial assignment
include Product upgrade and improvements such as introduction of new resins to
a papermachine system. testing a new brand for production feasibility: rate and
capacity projections based on raw material supplies and market demands,
equipment modifications improving machine operation such as machine efficienev
improvements and drying capacity upgrades.
results of his work with Andi Lat
Pete Emerson (ME, Pulp/Paper 1973) discusses handsheet prope, t , e's-
laboratory testing to machine performance.
Pete joined the Charmin organization in August of last year He has now
completed his format training program and has assumed the responsibility 01
Process Engineer on Number 5 and Number 6 Papermachines. In his position, he
w.II be part of the Papermill's Production Team concept which gives significant
responsibility to young managers for total results in operating their piece of the
business.
Since 1963 Charmin Paper Products Company has expanded from a small
Wisconsin tissue mill to become the largest producer of cellulose based
household products in the United States. To accomplish this amazing growth a
new plant site has been established almost annually for the past six years.
Recently, the first foreign plant was announced when plans were presented for
disposable diaper manufacturing facilities in Germany Charmin, Bounty, Puffs,
and Pampers have become common household words in less than ten year
If you have an engineering degree and are interested in the type of Opportonr*
described, be sure to schedule an interview with CHARMIN PAPER PRODUCT,
P. M. Brown, Papermaking Operations Manager will be interviewing on camp,..
FEBRUARY 26th and 27th.
C-r
David
Thank you for "coloring
my world' with Love.
Su
Mommy
What are mommies
made of? Sunshine and
Flowers and CUDDLY
LOVE.
Ethan
Phil
When the day is cold a
simple sleaze warms our
hearts.
Sue and Anne
John
"One year later..."
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love
Digger anriMickey
Sir and Mikie
Friendship Doubles our
joys and divides our grief.
Thanks for being you
Happy Valentine's Day.
Jugie and Lucy
Pierre
Words cannot express
how I feel when your eyes
meet mine. Be mine
forever.
AB.
James Sucec. 209 Board-
man
Be my valentine on
voting day.
Bill Cohen
Foodf ace
You've made me so
very happy!
Love ye.
Pooh
"Shnooker"
In time, the gentle
peace we share will
grow.. blossoms of love
fill the garden.
"The Fox"
Lori
I love you. Happy
Valentine's Year.
Michael
Timmy 3-vote,
What's it like to be one
step behind the Bangor
Daily News?
Love,
de gang
Linda
Thank you for trying
cause, I LOVE YOU and
Smokey Boar too!
Love
Michael
Toupie
Our hearts are throb-
bing without you. Hurry
back!
Your Alpha Chi pledges
and sisters
Uncle Jeff
We love you Uncle Jeff
for the basic quickness
you instill in our hearts.
Your finely tuned athletic
machines.
Mrs. Griffith
Thanx for making our
days a bit brighter with
your many smiles and
kind words.
APO
Karen
Thank you for making
so many of my days
happy!
Love Michael
Pat
With all that I am and
all that I have.
Wayne
Woodsmen's Team
Happy Valentine's Day
Wishes to all of you
especially Smokey [sigh..
WE WON!
Love
Denise
110
111
110
101
111
111
111
1Mi
111
111
111
111
111
111
111
1 
Weel
1 Feb. 15
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